Topical Application to Mixture of Honey with Cod Liver Oil as a Novel Therapy to Treat Contaminated Skin Wounds in Rabbits Model
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Abstract

Contaminated wounds are common in all animals and human being; their treatments may complicated and need for prolong duration, therefore the current study aimed to investigate an alternative way to treat the contaminated wounds by using natural compounds that accelerate wounds healing; these study achieved on 30 local rabbits that exposed to surgical excision and contaminated by Staphylococcus aureus then divided into 5 groups in which 6 animals of each and treated for 14 days as the following: the first group treated with honey, second group treated with cod liver oil, third group treated with mixture of honey and cod liver oil, fourth group treated with fucidin while the fifth group contaminated with bacteria only. The results showed moderate (1.55 ± 0.11) wound contraction and healing in first group, while the second group showed (1.77 ± 0.10) was delayed in wound contraction and healing, the third group showed (1.0±0.13) which regarded the excellent and optimal wound contraction and healing, the fourth group showed (1.77 ± 0.12) which delayed wound healing and contraction, finally the fifth group showed(3.07 ± 0.11) in which no signs of wound contraction and healing. In conclusion, the using of mixture of natural compounds like honey and cod liver oil may accelerate wound contraction and healing and keep the wounds sterile.
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Introduction

In veterinary medicine, the wounds are frequently managed as open wounds; therefore, the healing of such wounds may rely on granulation tissues formation, wound contraction, and epithelization to achieve the wound closure (1).

The contamination of wound with Staphylococcus aureus pathogens which regarded as adaptable in which the opportunistic pathogen has an ability to persist and multiply in a variety of environments, hence it causes wide spectrum of diseases in both human and animals (2). It responsible a major pathogen for skin wound infections, toxic shock syndrome, arthritis, endocarditis, osteomyelitis, and food poisoning (3). Moreover, staphylococcal infections resulting in substantial economic losses in livestock industry worldwide (4). In rabbits, these pathogens infect dermal lesions and invade subcutaneous tissues causing different lesions including pododermatitis, multisystemic abscessation and mastitis (5). In humans showed nearly one third of the population was currently colonized by S. aureus (6).

On other hand, high osmolarity has been considered a valuable tool in the treatment of infections because it prevents the growth of bacteria and encourages healing (7). Moreover, the use of sugar to enhance wound healing had been reported for several hundred patients (8). High osmolarity can safely be achieved topically by using sugar paste or honey, though honey has additionally been regarded as having specific antibacterial properties, for example honey diluted seven to fourteen-fold beyond the point where osmolarity ceased to be completely inhibitory still prevented growth of Staphylococcus aureus (9). Honey has a biological plausibility because inhibition of bacterial growth has been shown using impregnated honey discs (10), or incorporating honey into agar plates, but how much of this inhibition is due to inherent antimicrobial properties or to its hyposmolar nature is unknown (11).

In addition, honey having anti-inflammatory activity, there have been numerous observations reported of honey reducing edema and exudate, minimizing scarring and having a soothing effect when applied to inflamed wounds and burns, moreover, direct evidence of an anti-inflammatory activity showed histologically in observation of reduced numbers of inflammatory cells present in biopsy samples (12).

Cod liver oil is a nutritional supplement derived from liver of cod fish, it has high levels of omega 3 fatty acid, vitamin A and vitamin D. also, it was reported the cod liver oil had a beneficial in wound healing as it enhances epithelization and revascularization (13).
disorders are therapeutic problem of extensive clinical importance as wound healing involves multiple complicated events. Even in modern times wound healing agents continue to puzzle medicals scientists. Thus it is reasonable to search for simple and easily available or otherwise treatment to establish novel therapeutic approaches, on other hand, the current study designed to investigate the beneficial effects of the mixture of honey and cod liver oil in healing of staphylococcal contaminated wounds focusing in the pathological basis of these effects.

Materials And Methods
In order to know the whole effects of the mixture of cod liver oil and honey on the healing of staphylococcal contaminated wounds and its pathological events, these study performed in 30rabbits. The rabbits(local domestic rabbits weighted 1500 ± 150 grams) were randomly divided into five groups of six animals each. The rabbits were shaved on the dorsal aspect of their skin after clipping the dense hair. An area of about 3cm² in diameter was defined with marker, the previously marked sites were anesthetized using 2% lidnocaine taken in 1.0 cc syringes having needle gauge of 29. Each site of proposed incision was injected with this local anesthetic subcutaneously taking precaution that none of the deeper structures or blood vessels was penetrated. The animals were allowed 10 minutes for the drugs to take effect. Surgically induced wounds were made on a limited area measured 3cm² in diameter in the back of the animals. Incision full thickness skin wounds were made surgically with scalpels in the closely shaved dorsal skin of rabbits under conditions of local anesthesia. The bacterial strain was prepared from fully confirmed culture of Staphylococcus aureus in microbiology laboratory of College of Veterinary Medicine at University of Basrah, in which the experimental infection by Staphylococcus aureus made with 0.5ml of bacterial suspension with density equal to 8x10⁸ cfu / ml as described by (14). This bacterial concentration was inoculated into the surgically excised wounds of each animal in the experiment as shown in (Figure.1).

Figure (1):Inoculation of surgical wound by Staphylococcus aureus to induce contaminated wound.
The experimental design of the study as the following:

1. **First group:** It was treated daily for 14 days by 2ml of honey (pure raw untreated commercially honey obtained from College of Agriculture at University of Basrah) which applied on the staphylococcal contaminated wound.

2. **Second group:** It was treated daily for 14 days by 2ml of cod liver oil (Hansel / Germany) which applied on the staphylococcal contaminated wound.

3. **Third group:** It was treated daily for 14 days by a mixture of 2ml of honey and 2ml of cod liver oil that applied on the staphylococcal contaminated wound.

4. **Fourth group:** It was treated daily for 14 days by fucidin ointment (Sodium fusidate 2% ointment) obtained from (Leo pharmaceutical company/Denmark) that applied on the staphylococcal contaminated wound.

5. **Fifth group (G5):** It was inoculated only by *Staphylococcus aureus* suspension, which regarded as negative control.

At the end of experiment, the gross pathological wounds lesions were examined and then the biopsies taken from each animals to made the histopathological processing and sectioning then stained by hematoxyline and eosin according to method of (15) to investigate the microscopical features of each group. The percentage of wound healing areas in the contaminated incised wounds on day 14 was measured according to methods of (16) and modified by (17) as following:

\[ X = 100 - \frac{wound\ length\ or\ area}{wound\ length} \times 100. \]

The statistical analysis was applied by one-way ANOVA and the mean differences were significant at the level of P<0.05 in using statistical package for social science SPSS program.

**Results**

I. **Wound contraction results:**

The wounds contraction were expressed as a reduction in percentages of the original wounds size at day 14 of treatments, which showed the rapid and optimal wound healings with excellent re-epithelization in the third group (Honey + Cod liver oil) which obvious of no infection, cleanliness, healthy surfaces and observable decrease in the wound surface after 14 days of treatment (Figure.4), the healing wound contraction score showed reduced (1.0±0.13) per centimeter compared with other groups in the experiment (Table.1). While the first group (Honey) showed (1.55 ± 0.11) per centimeter of wound healing contraction score which regarded the second rapid area of healing and re-epithelization compared with other groups (Table.1), in which the wound appeared bright red in color, dry and didn't elevate above the wound edges after 14 days of treatment (Figure.2). The healing area of the second group (Cod liver oil) and the fourth group (Fucidin positive control) showed (1.77 ± 0.10) and (1.77 ± 0.12) per centimeter wound healing contraction scores respectively which regarded the slowest areas of wounds healing and re-epithelization among other treated groups in the experiments (Table.1), in which the wounds showed slight increase in the center with marked granulation tissue formation and edema (Figure.3,5).
Table (1): The percentage of wound healing and contraction score in the contaminated wounds after 14 days of treatments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Groups</th>
<th>Mean ± SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G1 (Honey)</td>
<td>1.55 ± 0.11 b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G2 (Cod liver oil)</td>
<td>1.77 ± 0.10 c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3 (Honey + Cod liver oil)</td>
<td>1.0 ± 0.13 a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G4 (Fucidin) Positive control</td>
<td>1.77 ± 0.12 c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G5 (Negative control)</td>
<td>3.07 ± 0.11 d</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Different letters vertically refers to presence a significant difference between groups at level P≤0.05.

In addition, the negative control group (Fifth group) showed (3.07 ± 0.11) per centimeters of wounds healing contraction score (Table.1), which showed no improvement of wound healing, with inflammatory swelling, signs of bleeding and elevated margins in addition to width of wound area and delayed re-epithelization.

**Figure (2):** Wound healing of the first group, showed the width of wound contraction area and scab formation with marked delayed re-epithelization.

**Figure (3):** Wound healing of the second group, the wound showed slight increase in wound center and elevated margins with marked granulation tissue formation.
II. Histopathological results:
The histopathological results after 14 days of treatment revealed many microscopical features, in which the first group (honey) showed circumscribed area of re-epithelization and scab formation with marked area of re-keratinization and fibroplasia, which led to complete closure of wound (Figure.7,8).
The second group (cod liver oil) showed inflammatory cell infiltration mainly macrophages and few neutrophils beneath and around the opened wound region, also there was a scab formation in the margins of the wound with proliferation of fibroblasts in the dermis, the healing was delayed that obvious from microscopical features which revealed poor epithelization mechanism leaded to delayed healing (Figure.9,10).
The microscopical features of third group (honey and cod liver oil) showed complete area of re-epithelization and re-keratinization, also presence of

**Figure (4):** Wound healing of the third group, showed no infection, cleaness, healthy surface and observable decrease in the wound surface.

**Figure (5):** Wound healing of the fourth group, showed poor wound contraction area and healing with delayed re-epithelization.

**Figure (6):** Wound healing of the fifth group, showed inflammatory swelling with sign of bleeding and elevated margins, also width of wound area and delayed re-epithelization.
collagen bundles and inflammatory cells infiltration with fibroplasia in the dermis region, which regarded the optimal and excellent wound healing group among other groups (Figure.11,12).

The fourth group (Fucidin) showed wide margins of wound with poor area of re-epithelization and healing, also presence of few collagen bundles in the dermis, with area of bleeding in the surface of the wound, also presence of few inflammatory cells around the wound, the healing was delay in this group resulted in patent wound closure (Figure.13,14).

The fifth group (negative control) showed inflammatory cells infiltration mainly macrophages and neutrophils with area of hemorrhage and congested blood vessels, fibroplasia, micro-absessment also present, in addition there was no sign of healing that obvious from delayed healing and persistent the wound opened and inflamed (Figure.15,16).

**Figure (7):** Histopathological section of first group showed circumscribed area of re-epithelization and scab formation ( ). H&E stain. 10X.

**Figure (8):** Histopathological section of first group showed marked area of re-epithelization and re-keratinozation with fibroplasia and scab formation ( ). H&E stain. 40X.
Figure (9): Histopathological section of second group showed inflammatory cell infiltration beneath the open wound, also there was scab formation in the margins of the wound (}). H&E stain. 10X

Figure (10): Histopathological section of second group showed mononuclear cell infiltration and few neutrophils around the wound (}). H&E stain. 40X

Figure (11): Histopathological section of third group showed complete area of re-epithelization and keratinization (}). H&E stain. 10X.

Figure (12): Histopathological section of third group showed complete re-epithelization, also presence of collagen bundles and inflammatory cells with fibroplasia in the dermis (}). H&E stain. 40X.
Figure (13): Histopathological section of fourth group showed wide margins of wound, also presence of few collagen bundles in the dermis ( ). H&E stain. 10X.

Figure (14): Histopathological section of fourth group showed area of bleeding in the surface of the wound, also presence of few inflammatory cells around the wound ( ). H&E stain. 40X.

Figure (15): Histopathological section of fifth group showed infiltration of inflammatory cells mainly macrophages and neutrophils, no presence of sign of healing ( ). H&E stain. 10X.

Figure (16): Histopathological section of fifth group showed inflammatory cells infiltration, area of hemorrhage, congested blood vessels, fibroplasia and micro-absessation ( ). H&E stain. 40X.
Discussion

Open wounds healing are still a complex and continuous dramatic processes, therefore, the histopathological evaluation of such wounds has divided into three histologically overlapping stages those are: the inflammatory, the repair or proliferative, and the remodeling stages.

The current results of the first group (honey) regarded the second most hasten of the wound healing, that obvious from the fast mechanism of wound contraction and scab formation, also it was evidenced histologically by granulation, collagen deposition and lack of infection or abscess formation as well no edema at the site of wounds, these facts may due to the antimicrobial action of the honey which cure the contaminated pathogens in addition to enhance the effects of fibroblasts in order to collagen deposition then hasten the closure of the opened wounds by accelerate re-epithelization mechanism, these ideas may agreed with (18) who mentioned that honey able to decrease inflammatory edema, hasten sloughing of devitalized tissue, attract macrophages which cleanse the contaminated wounds, provides a local cellular energy source and protectively covers the wound, in addition the a high osmolarity, acidity and hydrogen peroxide content confer honey with antibacterial properties.

The results of second group (cod liver oil) showed marked granulation tissue formation with few events of wound contraction also appeared histologically with inflammatory cells infiltration and delayed the processes of re-epithelization, these may due to the cod liver oil have low effects as direct antibacterial agent to cure of contaminated pathogens at site of wound that may delayed the mechanism of wound contraction and re-epithelization as a result of inflammatory response against the bacteria, these facts may similar to these mentioned by (19) when reported the cod liver oil may act to reduce the infection indirectly by stimulating the activity of leukocytes in order to proliferation of lymphocytes and monocytes to release its cytokines, which are activators of the immune response to infection, also cod liver oil showed accelerated both the epithelial and vascular component of healing in the site of sterile and cleaned wound.

The our results of wound contraction showed excellent with fast healing and re-epithelization in the third group (honey and cod liver oil) that may due to the mixture of honey and cod liver oil leaded to accelerate the process of inflammatory scavenging of contaminated bacterial pathogen, also hasten the repair and proliferation of fibroblasts and enhanced collagen deposition in the site of injury that caused the rapid mechanism of healing and wound closure in these group, this idea may agreed with (20,21) they mentioned that in addition to antimicrobial effects of honey it has anti-inflammatory and antioxidant properties promotes open wound healing and facilitate debridement, moreover, the cod liver oil has high levels of omega 3 fatty acid, vitamin A and vitamin D, therefore, it has a beneficial role in wound healing as it enhances epithelization and revascularization.

The synergistic effects of the mixture of honey and cod liver oil which seemed that the cod liver oil attributed to complete epithelization by induce fibroblasts activation and proliferation in order to produce collagen and then hasten the closure of opened wound, these investigation may similar to idea mentioned by (22), therefore, surgically-induced full thickness dermal wounds resulted in faster
epithelization because of the cod liver oil contain of vitamins A and D seemed to be responsible of these effects with synergism of antibacterial action of honey; on other hand that found honey increased epithelization in wounds that may due to accelerate the proliferation of keratinocytes and / or fibroblasts at the site of injury, these facts may agreed with the observation of (23) they mentioned that honey increased metalloproteinase-9 in cultured human keratinocytes, and these factor was observed to degrade type IV collagen in the basement membranes then further facilitate migration of keratinocytes to the site of injury.

The result of fourth group (fucidin) showed delayed the process of healing and re-epithelization, these might due to the prolong time of it action as antibiotic that may take a time to cure the staphylococcal pathogen of contaminated wound that may inhibit or delay the proliferation of fibroblast to signaling the collagen deposition at the site of injury, then the healing process was delayed, these facts may similar to facts mentioned by (24) in which the topical fusidic acid was found to delay wound healing by prolonging fibroblast proliferation.

The result of fifth group (positive control) showed no sign of wound contraction, closure and re-epithelization these may resulting from the persistent wound inflammation due to multiplication and colonization of the bacteria that completely inhibited the mechanism of healing and wound contraction, these may agreed with (25) they believed that aerobic or facultative pathogens such as Staphylococcus aureus is primarily responsible for delayed healing and infection in all types of wounds.

In conclusion, the using of the mixture of honey and cod liver oil accelerate the wound cleaning and contraction then hasten wound healing and re-epithelization.
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